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Blacks Surge In Early Voting 
Inland Counties 
report unprece-
dented turnout, 
: few hiccups 
: The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
. : By Chris Levister 
. Two months ago Sen. Barack Obama's 
· . · : Democratic Nomination acceptance 
· : : · speech at J?enver's Mile High Stadium 
: · . , drew more than 80,000 people. Sunday a 
: • · : rambunctious sea of well over 100,000 
· . · · people packed the city's Civic- Center 
Park. The Obama campaign sees early vot-
ing now underway in most states as kind 
of a secret weapon harnessing the enth.usi-
a m of these jaw dropping crowds. 
"How many people have early voted?" 
The crowd roared. "That's what I'm talk-
ing about," Obama responded. "No point 
in waiting in lines if you don't have to. 
You know who you're goin~ to vote for. 
Go to the polls!" , . 
Apparently people are getting the mes-
sage. As the presidential campaign reach-
es it frenzied last days, record numbers of 
voters across the nation are casting ballots 
early to ease the strain on Nov .4. ibout a 
third of voters nationwide are expected to 
ca t ballots before Election Day. 
A surprise is the makeup of the early 
voters. In past campaign seasons, white 
Republicans have used early voting to 
their advantage. Yet a look at the stream of 
voters casting ballots at the San 
Bernardino County Registrar of Voters 
Office in San Bernardino this weekend 
suggests a disproportionate number of 
Black Democratic voters are showing up 
in what appears to be a promising sign for 
Barack Obama. 
Kathy Austin did a little dance after 
casting her ballot. "I'm leavi~g nothing to 
chance. People are engaged and excited. 
That's why you see me dancing," said 
Austin. Native Jamaican K. Parsons says a 
win for Obama is a win for global change. 
"If Obama can go to Europe and draw 
See POLLS, Page A-4 
38 Acre Park Opens in Fontana 
Entrance to the 43,000 square foot Jessie Turner Health and 
Fitness Community Center 
Jessie Turner Health 
and Fitness 
Community Center 
Part of Opening 
The Black Voice News 
FONTANA 
By BVN Staff 
Friends, family, community leaders, city 
officials, and government officials recently 
joined Jessie Burns, granddaughter of Jessie 
Turner, for the grand opening of the Jessie 
Turner Health and Fitness Community Center, 
as we)l as the new Fontana Park. 
The 43,000 square foot Jessie Turner Health 
and Fitness Community Center is Fontana's 
largest recreational f?cility with a great hall , 
gymnasium, periodical room, dedicated fitness 
.room, and classrooms to name a few of the 
amenities. The center is located in the new 38 
acre Fontana Park complete with Aquatic 
Center, Skate and BMX park, dog park, passive 
play area, and sports pavilion. 
Council member and Mayor Pro Teni 
Aquanetta Warren said the 20,000 in attendance 
was overwhelming. They had to get shuttles to 
get people in and out becauui: there was 
nowhere to park for 3 miles. 
The Jessie Turner family was so pleased that 
the city kept their word and that the new Jessie 
Turner Health and Fitness Center is beautiful. 
The Skate Park will be managed by the 
Action ParkAlliance. The new gymnasium will 
be the home of Adult League Basketball. state-
of-the-art community venues within months of 
each other is unparalleled," says Mayor Mark 
Nuaimi adding, "Accepting the chal\enge of 
juggling multiple projects and footing the 
expenses is inconceivable .... lucky for us we 
aren't most cities - we are Fontana and we are 
fortunate to have a council with vision and a 
city manager with the ability, and most impor-
tantly - a team of dedicated professionals -- to 
get the job done." 
Joyce Morgan (r) prepares to cast her ballot at the San Bernardino Registrar of Voters Office In San Bernardino 
Saturday. African-Americans and Democrats are shattering early voting and mail-in ballot records. 
Lynn Lee and Union Workers 
Work in Colorado for Obama 
Over 100,000 people attended an Obama Rally in Denver, Co. the largest turnout for a'1olltlcal rally. 
The Black Voice News 
INLAND EMPIRE 
By Cheryl Brown 
When Lynn Renee Lee saw Barack 
Obama on television speaking at the 
National Democratic Convention four 
years ago, he caught her attention, partly 
because he was close to her age but more-
so because what he had to say was so rev-
olutionary. Lee, a longtime union organiz-
er and worker, tucked the man in the back 
of her mind and continued to go about 
working in the Emergency Room at 
Fontana ,Kaiser Hospital. 
Even' before Obama had announced he 
was running, there were people in 
California excited about the possibility. · · 
Much like John Kennedy, excitement 
was in the air. 
As Obama announced in Springfield, 
Illinois, the land of Lincoln, Lee said that 
she was reading about him online follow-
ing his campaign, supporting him but 
could not get any traction because the 
Union that she belongs to was supporting 
See CAMPAIGN, Page A-4 
Jennifer Hudson's Mother, Brother 
I ) and Nephew Found Murdered 
The Black Voice News 
Spreading 'Joy' In Tough Times CHICAGO (NNPA) The mother and brother of Academy 
Award-winning actress Jennifer Hudson 
were found shot to death in the mother's 
Chicago home on Oct. 24. Her nephew, 
who was missing, was found in a white 
suburban dead three days later . 
. "Lipstick is recession 
: proof' phenomenon 
. · . keeps cash registers 
'. . : ringing 
. . . 
· : • : The Black Voice News 
; . SAN BERNARDINO 
I . : : lly Chris Levister 
. Joyce Kang is skittish about the econ-
: : : : omy's immediate future. But ask how her 
· · · · San Bernardino business is fairing and 
: : : : you hear a remarkable show of optimism: 
· "When thing's get bad women buy lip-
.. : tick." 
. At Joy's Beauty Supply and Salon 
'. : · cash registers are ringing at a time when 
. · : · many neighboring small businesses are 
· : . : contemplating layoffs and even closure. 
. What's more the Korean owned beauty 
. '. !SfOl is not only surviving it's nourishing 
jp one of San .Bernardino's toughest low-
. i come minority communities. 
. "I don't like the economy, but I have 
. : • to do everything to help my custo!Ilers. 
ithout my customers I don't survive," 
ys Kang. 
Given the history of strained relations 
. t?etween African-Americans and 
· Koreans, the prospect of survival is some-
• thing many doubted when Kang opened 
' : the family business in this well worn 
' . : strip mall at the corner of Baseline and 
Watennan 13 years ago. 
· : • .. "There was a lot of resentment and 
, hostility toward Koreans and other Asians 
· . ltlking over small businesses in Black and 
: Hispanic neighborhoods," recalls hair 
: professional Stacie Lee King. 
Joyce Kang of Joy's Beauty Supply and _Salon offers, a comforting ear to 87-year-old customer Julia Jordon . . 
People were reminded of the kind of 
the racial tensions Spike Lee satirized in 
his l 980's movies "Do the Right Thing" 
and "School Daze", said King. "People 
. were very reluctant to trust the Koreans." 
On any given day Joy's is a bustling 
melting pot of hair care professionals, 
neighborhood regulars and people like 
87-year-old Julia Jordon looking,Jor a 
new wig and a comforting ear. 
"I'm cancer free - thank you Jesus. 
The Lord is my doctor." proclaimed 
Jordon ''Yea, yea, yea thank you, thank 
.. 
you that's really good news," said the 
applauding Korean born Kang her 
English ri,valing many of her customers. 
Jordon who·had been diagnosed with can-
cer weeks earlier said she wanteli to share 
her good news with someone who cared. 
Joy and longtime clerk Vivian Lee lis-
ten and go out of their way to be friendly 
and helpful said Jordan. 
"l care about my customers," said 
Kang who keeps track of struggling fam-
ilies and hires teens from the community. 
I don't always hax7 a job for them. I try 
to give them employment suggestions. 
Sometimes they just want someone to lis-
ten to them." 
Kang is a good listener with plenty of 
advice on everything from, job hunting, 
unplanned pregnancy and motherhood to 
ethnic beauty products, hair extensions, 
professional styling tools and of course 
lipstick. 
"l try to keep small makeup like lip-
stick aff!)rdable. When the economy is 
bad the ladies still buy lipstick. It makes 
See BEAUTY, Page A-4 
The Chicago Fire Department con-
. finned that two adults were found dead at 
70th Street and Yale Avenue. The Chicago 
Police Department also confinned two 
people were found shot to death at the res-
idence and.said it was "being investigated 
as a homicide." But police did not release 
the identities of the victims or other 
details. 
The entertainment website TMZ, citing 
a neighbor, sai~ Hudson's brother Jason 
also was found dead. A cousin who lived 
nearby discovered the bodies, 'fMZ said. 
Jennifer Hudson 
The Tribune, quoting police, said the 
killings may be linked to a domestic dis-
turbance. 
See HUDSON, Page A-4 
Newsom Celebrated 
The Black Voice News 
COMPTON 
Pastor Emma Newsom of Truth Faith 
Temple of Deliverance recently passed 
from complications of diabetes. Born 
September 20, 1935, Emma was placed in 
the hands of her parents, Clifford and Eva 
Williams. Emma was born in James City, 
North Carolina. She was the seventh of 
twelve children born in this union. She 
was a fun person and enjoyable to be 
around. She was very upbeat and happy 
and could laugh at herself. People always 
enjoyed-coming to her home because she 
could relate to them. She would also take 
people into her hqme when they needed a 
place to stay. She was like a second mom 
to everyone. 
Emma was a God fearing woman who 
stayed in prayer. She 'was ordained as a 
minister and evangelized in many church-
es. She pastored 'her own church (fruth 
Faith Temple Of Deliverance) and held 
Bible studies· in her home weekly. She 
See NEWSOM, Page A-4 
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History Demands Us to 
Vote on· November 4th 
Building Better Communities 
Thursday, October 30, 2008 
SAMPLE BALLOT ·. 
Endorsements '08 
TAKE IT.TO THE POLLS 
We are oh the eve of a new day in America while standing . 
at the door of a new opportunity -~ moving forward and not 
fo~etting that which Is behind •· but grabbing hold to the PRESIDENT Barack Obama 
, VICE PRESIDENT Joe Biden change of renewed hope. 
On November 4th, the 
election OW' ancestors 
dreamed of ancl many 
thought would never hap-
pen during their lifetime is 
going to t$e place. It is 
my humble opinion 
·Senator Barack Obama 
will be elected· President of 
the United States of America. He will not just be elected but 
in a mighty and convincing "'ay, it will be an op~nity to 
break the sbKkles of hopelessness that bas weighed us down 
for so long. It has put wind i_n our sail to move us forward as 
Americans while showing the world that a true democracy of 
the people and by the people can overcome a brutal past of 
racism. 
44TH CONGRESSIONAL D ISTRICT Bill Hedrick 
"43RD CON GRESSIONAL DISTRICT Joe Ba,ca 
41ST CONGRESSIONAL ·DISTRICT Tim Prince 
62ND AsSEMBLY D ISTRICT Wilmer Amina Carter 
31ST SENATORIAL DISTRICT Ameenah Fuller 
, . . 
RIVERSIDE COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD Mary Figueroa 
RIVERSIDE COMMUN ITY COLLEGE BOARD Linnie Frank Bailey 
SAN BERNARDINO COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRUSTEE BOARD. John Futch 
CITY OF CORONA COUNCIL Louis Davis 
CITY COUNCIL OF MORENO VALLEY William H. Batey, 11 
PERRIS C ITY COUNCIL Rita Rogers 
You have heard all of the speeches from both sides and you 
have listened to all of the experts, so now it is up to you. AD _ 
you have to do is take a few moments and vote and remind 
your friends and neighbors to vote by November 4th for 
Barack Obama. 
FONTA.NA CITY COU NCIL Acquanetta Warren 
FONTANA CITY COUNCIL Janice Rutherford 
MAYOR IN RIALTO·Deborah Robertson 
BOARD IN AREA E DL Amos Isaac 
, COLTON SCHOOL BOARD Kent Hernandez Taylor 
FONTANA SCHOOL BOARD Barbara Chavez 
RIALTO SCHOOL .BOARD Walter Hawkins 
RIALTO SCHOOL BOARD Corey Jackson . 
Racism .No Place in 
. . 
Campaigns 
It made national news when the president of the Chaffey 
Community Republican Women -Federation, here in the 
Inland Empire, sent out a political piece showing Barack 
Obama on a phony food sta,mp with a bucket of KFf: chick-
en, a slab of ribs, a pitcher of Kool-Aid, and a slice bf water-
. melon. This action drew Immediate fire from some members 
and the state Republican leaders saying this type of racist acts 
will not be tolerated. 
I am hi ppy to see KFC demanded a ''cease and desist" 
usage of their logo in this type of maDe_r. 
This local president is acting out or what the natJonal 
Republican Party bas been practicing for the past several 
decades, so she had the green light. Thanks to a member 
Shella Raines, who is Black, for blowing the whistle to the 
public on this mailer. 
• This attitude came ou~ arller m one of John McCain's ral-
lies when a lady sat.i Barack Obama is an Arab or McCaini 
said ''That One" during one of the debates. 
These incidents have happened because good people in the . 
party have sat on the sidelines and allowed it to continue, that 
is why I am glad General Colin Powell chided his own politi-
cal party as going over the edge. If the Republican Party is 
wondering why Blacks do not join their political association 
j ust look at what they do. The same is true of the pc;,lite 85.ffl-
• d ation in Rialto, where the Police and Fitre Associations sent 
out a campaign mailer depicting a gun wielding Latino male 
pointing a gun with one hand and Dashing gang signs with the 
other, with no shirt on and ~ttoos covering his chest. Along 
side the picture are the words ' 'You can expect to see a whole 
lot more of us if Deborah Robertson gets elected to mayor". 
Deborah Robertson is African American and serves on thei 
city round) while the police and lire associations are support-
ing the current mayor Grace Vargas who is Hispanic. iet me 
say up front that I do not believe Grace had anything to do 
with the mailer but this clearly rests on the racist head of o~ 
public servants gone wild. This act is an affront to stereotyp 
ing every Hispanic male every where and, doe$ nothing to sup-
port unity or confidence from the public in police .officers. 
· They not only owe Deborah and Grace an apology but the 
·. entire community . they serve. The rank and file officers 
should demand the· resignation of their leaders or their silence 
is saying we believe this mailer is true. 
It is this kind of overt action by the police and fire associa-
tions in various cities that widen the .gap of mistrust by the 
community. If they cannot come up with valid reason of why 
· they support their candidate then they should just vote if they 
live in the city. 
Ameenah Fuller for 
31st Senatorial District 
the public. 
Ameenah Fuller, Democrat for Senator 
in District 31 which ~~tches across two 
counties, is currently the Chief Executive 
Officer of a healthcare bµsiness located in 
Upland. She has extensive governmental 
experience working in the State Senator's 
office on issues in housing, education 
healthblre and economic growth. With a 
degree in political science, she is ready to 
navigate the halls of the senate on behalf of 
Vote Ameenah Fuller for Senator District 31. 
•' 
SAN BERNARPINO BOARD OF EDUCATION Danny Tillman · 
SAN BERNARDINO BOARD OF EDUCATION Judi Penman 
SAN BERNARDINO BOARD OF EDUCATION Damon Alexander 
RIALTO CITY CLERK Barb~ra McGee . 
PROPOSITIONS 
Prop.I High Speed Train Bond YES 
Prop. lA . Safe Rail YES 
Prop.2 Treatment of Farm Animals YES 
Prop.3 Chi.dren Hospital Bond YES Prop.4 PaJ"ental Notification YES Prop. 5 Norivio1ent Offender~ NO Prop. 6 Criminal Penalties NO Prop.7 Energy~ NO Prop. 8 Limit on Marriage YES 
Prop.9 
Prop. 10 
Victims Rights NO 
Alternative Fuel Vehicles NO Prop.11 Redistricting NO Prop.12 Veterans Bond Act YES 
Vote to Make Your Ancestors Proud 
George Curry 
By George E Curry 
NNPA Columnist 
the Old South. 
I'll never forget the indignity of having to 
ride in the back of the bus in my hometown, 
Tuscaloosa, Ala. I know how it feels to stare at 
"colored" water fountains and restrooms down-
town. Of course, I'll never forget seeing my 
mother, Martha Brownlee, riding in the back 
seat of a cw upon her return home after doing 
domestic work for the White woman driver. I 
remember thinking at the time that this wom;m 
felt my mother was gOO? enough to cook their 
food and care for their children, but not good 
eno~gh to ride in the front seat of her car. I filed 
that image away for posterity, determined that 
neither I nor my three younger sisters -
Charlotte, Chri~ or Sue - would sit in the back 
seat of anyone's car unless we were being 
chauffeured. 
Even as a teenager, I fully understood how 
the notion of White supremacy was designed to 
make Blacks feel inferior. When I took my 
. mother to get.her driver's license, like other 
I am votrng for s~meone else on Tuesday. African-Americans, we had to wait until every 
No, not John McCam. 1 am votrng for my White person in the room completed the test 
beloved Big ~ama, Sylvia Harris. 1 am voting before it was given to Blacks. I filed that scene 
for my stepfather, Willi~ H. Polk. I am voting ' away, 100_ 
form~ Unc~e Frank Hams, who coul_d not read The irony of pervasive degradation, howev-
or wnte. I am _votmg for Aunt Kathen_ne Foster, . er, was that it made me stronger, not weaker. 
who could wnte, but barely. I am votmg for all Those of us who survived Ameri~-a 's version of -
o~ my deceas_ed relat!ves and so many non-rel- apartheid knew that 00 our bad days;we were 
aliv~s who did not hve to see the day when a at least equal to the people who tried to sup-
Black man could become president of the press our humanit Moreover we knew that u . eels t y. , 
mt ta es. the wall of segregation would crumble and we 
We don't only have a right to vote on did everything within our power to speed its 
'Tuesday, we have an obligation. No one .is ask-
demise. I am proud that a bunch of students 
ing us to submit to police dogs or fire hoses on · . from all-Black Druid High School piled in Joe 
Election Day. No one is proposing that we risk Page's old car for a trip 10 Birmingham to 
our lives, which was the case juS! SO years agQ protest the church bombing. that claimed the 
as African-Americans pursued their constitu- lives of four innocent grrls. 
• tional rights. All we 're expected to do is what 
those who went before us can't possible do - dit:~:~;/1!e ~~;ii ~7~::. ~~v~;;~:· ~i~~: 
we're expected to vote. Knoxville College in Tennessee for New York 
When I approach the voting machine on City, where I began my career in journalism as 
Tuesday, it will be with a great sense of pride, a. reporter for Sports IUustrated, the largest 
knowing that. I will be ·doing something lhat sports magazine in the world. At the time I 
would make my deceased relatives proud. began work in New York, no African-
While,this will not be the end of the civil rights Americans were allowed 10 work as reporters, 
movement - as some right-wingers like to pro- editors or photographers at the Tuscaloosa 
claim - it is an important step toward racial News. 
equality that has eluded the United States since But even·the Tuscaloosa News has changed. 
its founding. ' Not only are Black journalists employed there, 
I must confess that I never thought I'd live to the paper recently en(jorsed Barack· Obama for 
see this day. That's not being pessimistic, that's president. 
being realistic. To appreciate this moment, you Toe editorial said, "He has a vision _ unity, 
must appreciate what African-Americans have cooperation, healing and transformation _ that 
endured, especially those of us who grew up in 
( 
most Americans share. H~ wants to re-orient 
the country to empower ordinary. ~ople, not 
just its wealthy voters, big corporations or 
Washington lobbyists. He wants to make gov-
ernme~ a helpful ally, not a suspicious moni-
tor. He wants to replace swagger and bombast 
with genuine concern for rights and well-
being." 
The Tuscaloosa News? This is the · same 
newspaper that published segregated classified 
ads when I was growing up. Now, it's endors-
ing a qualified Black man foF president. In my 
hometown, Obama has already brought abo 
·change. · 
And he can bring about similar change for 
the country. That's why in casting a ballot for 
him on Tuesday, I will serve as proxy for th 
millions who did not live to see this day. 
George E. Curry, former editor-in-chief d/ 
Emerge magazine and the NNPA News Service. 
• is a keynote speaker, moderator, amt medi 
coach. He can be reached through his Web sit 
www.georgecurry.com. 
v 
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Obama 
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• The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO· 
USW Local 7600, Southern 
• California sent a group of union 
• members out to one of five battle-
: ground states. They landed in 
: Pueblo, Colorado a highly dense 
· • union town. 
"We are educating union mem~ 
; bers about presidential nominee 
· : Barack Obama, U.S. Senator 
: ; Mark Udall's campaign along 
: . with how Amendments 47, 49, 
: ; and 54 affect them," stated union 
· : : member Lynn Brown-Lee. Waynima Taylor, Lynn Brown• Lee, Jim Sandusky, John Sweeney, President of AFL-CIO, Ethel Reyes and Terry Bonds District 12 Director. 
INSIDE 
Local Columnists Page A-5 
Sports Page A-8 
11 
Page A-3 
Thursday, October 30, 2008 
During the steelworkers grassroots efforts, the attended a speech given by Presidential nominee Barack 
Obama in Denver, _CO. Over 100,000 people converged on Denver to hear the presidential nominee. The 
largest turnout for a political rally. 
. ' 
. ' 
City D.evelopment Department Wins Awar(l 
: · ; • The Black Voice News 
FONTANA 
The International Economic 
' : . ; Development Council (IEDC) 
: : : ~ presented an award to the City of 
, . '. '. Riverside Development 
: : . ; Department last night for its 
, : exceptional promotional 
: brochure. 
, The award was given at 
: '. IEDC's Annual Conference in 
-'..Atlanta. 
"It's wonderful that the depart-
. ~ ment's effort to promote the city 
: is being recognized on an intema-
tional level," said Tricia Hinckley, 
economic development manager 
for the city. "Our brochure not 
only provides the key information 
retail tenants and leasing agents 
look for, it was innovative in 
design and flair." 
Competing in the category of 
Special Purpose Brochure by 
organizations serving areas with 
populations exceeding 200,000, 
Riverside was a clear ·standout 
with its Riverside Retail 
Opportunities map, said IEDC 
officials. The · Riverside Retail 
Opportunities brochure is a full 
color, two-page ·map of the city 
with a single clear data overlay 
that steps beyond two-dimension-
al testimonials and statistics. ln 
addition to providing a reference 
guide to all major retail projects 
currently underway in the city, the 
map migrates carefully selected, 
relevant · data from reliable 
sources into a visual presentation, 
allowi11g prospective clients to 
analyze statistics such as average 
population, household incomes 
and annual average street and 
highway traffic volume in a truly 
meaningful context. 
, "Economic development 
efforts have long been a keystone 
in the quest to bolster ihe econo-
my and improve quality of life in 
every locality across the country," 
said Robin Roberts Krieger, 
IEDC chair. "We laud trendsetting 
organizations "like the City of 
Riverside Development 
Department for leading the 
charge." 
The Int<ernational Economic 
Development Council (IEDC) is 
headquartered in Washington., 
DC. Its professional economic 
development awards annually 
recognize excellence in the field. 
OYER 50 BRAND-NEW 
TOY HAULERS, 5TH WHEEL TUILERS & COACHES 
OCTOBER 29 & 30 & NOVEMBER 1 • .PERRIS & RIVERSIDE. CR 
• 
nl(ONJUIKTIOIIW1TN 
GREAT AMERICAN GROUP. 
•WHOLl!)AI.JI &: lNOUt'tlllAL Sl!!I.VICU 
For complete !isling of Inventory & Equipment, 
www.greatomericon.com or www.anooudions.com 
or email:rgomityan@greotamertcan.com •818-88~3747,ext.1330 
FORECLOSED HOME 
.AUCTION real estate auctions • • 
. . ' 1 
Nominal Opening Bids Start at $1,000 
www.USHomeAuction.com 
wi lliamsauction.com 
■lit:it ~ -IC Z.1 K ~Mt'llt 
John Futch 
For San B~rnardino Community · 
College Board 
' Endorsed by the following: 
• Congressman Joe Baca, 43rd Congressional District 
• District Attorney Mike Ramos, San Bernardino County District Attorney Office 
• State Senator Gloria Negrette McLeod 
• Community College Board of Trustees James Ramos, San Bernardino 
• Assembly Member Wilmer Amina Carter, 62nd Assembly District 
• Supervisor Josie Gonzales, County Board of Supervisors 
• Board Member Gil Navaro, San Bernardino County Schools 
• Council Member Pete Aguilar, Redlands, CA 
• Council Member Joe B_aca Jr, Rialto, CA 
• Council Member Rikke Van Johnson, San Bernardino, CA 
• Board Member Danny Tillman, San Bernardino Unified School District 
• Board Member Elsa Valdez, San Bernardino. Unified School District 
• .Board Member Teresa Parra, San Bernardino Unified School District 
• Redlands Democratic Club 
• Colton Democratic Club 
• Hardy & Cheryl Brown, Black Voice News 
• California State Employees Association, San Bernardino Community College District 
• California Teachers Association local of the San Ber. Comm. College District 
• Black Faculty & Staff Association of San Bernardino Community College District 
• Aaron Burgess, CSU San Bernardino Administrator ' 
• Joseph Williams, CEO YAP, Inc. 
• Dr. Tom & Lillie Rivera, Assoc. Vice President of Undergrad. Studies, CSUSB 
• Stan Futch, Retired Riverside City Fire Department & Sheila Futch 
• Terry & Valerie Futch, Grand Terrace, CA 
· • Evelyn L. Futch, Riverside, CA 
• Ratibu Jacocks, Businessman 
• Jaime & Rowena Ramos, Yucaipa, CA 
• Pauline & George Murillo, Highland, CA 
• George Murillo, Jr., Highland, CA 
• Erik Fallis, CSU San Bernardino - Past President of Associated Students & Chair of·Santos 
Manuel Student Union 
• Amparo Olguin, Director of Home of Neighborly Services, San Bernardino 
• Elva Salgado, CSU San Bernardino 
• Connie Showier, Past President of Central City Lutheran Mission 
• Dr. William Aguilar, CSU San Bernardino Vice President' 
• Renona & Robert Pennington, Rialto, CA . 
• Lois Ford, Bank of American & Arthur Ford, Retired 
• Carolyn Tillman, San Bernardino County Schools 
• Walter Jarman, President of San Bernardirio NAACP 
• Alaina Mathews-Ramos 
Paid for by Friends of John Futch ID #~304556 
I 
• I 
OCT 15th - NOV 13th 
800+ California Properties 
MANY PROPERTIES AVAILABLE 
FOR ONLINE 8/0DINGI 
A· Free Service Le Vias ~nd Associates 
300 Law Firms working together we wm refer you to attomey's that 
specialize in your'1ega1 needs 
Criminal Cases Workers Compensation 
5% Buyer's Pf mium 
May.Apply 
Auto Accidents Medical Malpractice 
Slip & falls Family Law Probate 
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Rick Sayre • Tracey V~~ 6 Rick Sayre. Tracey Vackar 6 Rick Sayre .Tracey Vackar 
SAYRE and 
VACKAR 
The Teachers' Candidates For Moreno Valley School Board 
. 
The Moreno Valley Educators Association (MVEA) urges 
you to vote for the only two knowledgeable candidates. Rick 
Sayre and Tracey Vackar support public education and will 
work hard to make our schools better and safer. They are 
friends of students; educators, and parents. 
• Quality Education for All 
• Fiscal Accountability 
• Parent/ Community Partnerships 
• Safe Schools 
Please join us in voting for a positive future for kids. 
0 Votefor 
SAYRE and VACKAR!! · 
Moreno Valley Educators Association EduPac ID #922417 
y 
• 
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CinemaStar to Reinvellt Itself· 
Movie house 
shuttered since 
September to 
get new owne~s 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
By BVN Staff 
People mourning the death of the 
downtown CinemaStar can cheer up. The 
movie theater abruptly shuttered in 
September has new suitors. - Los 
Angeles-based Maya Cinemas. 
Last week San Bernardino City 
CAMPAIGN 
• Continued from Front Page 
John Ed wards. 
When Edwards pulled out, Lee became 
bolder in her support, . wearing Obama 
apparel and speaking to anyone who 
would Hsten about his platform. The more 
she verbally campaigned the more con-
verts she realized. 
· But one. evening at a San Bernardino 
Democratic Central 'Committee meeting 
she met up with Ameenah Fuller, a candi-
date for California Senate District 31. 
Fuller and another group had started 
"Women for Obama" and Lee was elected 
her vice president. Lee's background in 
organizing is extensive, traveling for the 
Steelworkers and organizing in many 
states across the United States. She 
worked on organizing hospitals as well as 
public employees. So the idea of another 
training was not something she thought 
that she needed. On the spur of the 
moment she decided to sign up for Camp 
Obama, a decision that changed the inten-
sity. and the commitment she was willing 
to make: She was fascinated with what 
she was learning and when they asked the 
ultimate sacrifice to take your 4 to 5 week 
vacation and leave for the battleground 
state of Nevada -she was ready. Then she 
thought about her former Steelworker 
boss Terry Bonds and gave him a call to 
see what the Union was doing. He 
·POLLS 
Continued from Front Page 
200,000 people, he's gonna change the 
way the world looks at America." 
African-Americans make up 6 percent 
of California's electorate, according / o' 
Octolier l figures . Nationwide, they cast 
25% of the total votes during the presiden-
tial election four years ago. The high 
African-American turnout comes as the 
state's early voting program is scrambling 
to bank as many voters before what some 
predict as a turnout of tsunami propor-
tions. 
86-year-old pastor Willie Allen sat 
patiently Saturday clutching his mail-in 
ballot while wife Joyce completed pre 
voting forms. "I never thought I'd live to 
see this. Back then not many of us could 
vote. It was tough." 
In San Bernardino County, election 
officers •recorded their largest ever num-
ber of early ballots. More than 400 on 
Friday, Registrar of Voters Kari Verjil 
said. 
"We have not seen this type of tum 
out." She says lines began forming before 
doors opened Saturday. San Bernardino is 
one of a handful of counties using paper 
ballots following a statewide de-certifica-
tion issue. 
_Yerjil said voters have made a smooth 
NEWSOM 
Continued from Front Page 
introduced her children to God early in 
their lives. She taught them how to pray 
and to lean upon God in tough times and 
praise Him in the good and bad times. 
Emma was preceded in death by her 
father and mother -Clifford ~nd Eva 
Williams, husband -Richard Thompson, 
BEAUTY 
Continued from Front Page 
them feel beautiful." 
A'mid a crush of floor- to cei,ling 
human hair, faux jewelry and rows of 
beauty products, Kang is a tireless stew-
ard of customer's dollars. 
"We buy special offers and promo-
tional items when the price is low." She 
points to Liv, a hairdressing and condi-
tioner popular among Black women and 
ethnic hair stylists. "The customers they 
love it." Earlier this year Kang ordered an 
over supply of the product and stored it in 
a backroom. The price went from $6.99 
to nearly $10.00 in 6 months. 
"Know r can sell it for the cheaper 
HUDSON 
Continued from Front Pfge 
San Bernardino officials are negotiating wtth 
Los Angeles based Maya Cinemas to buy the 
shuttered CinemaStar movie theater. 
Council gave the company the go ahead 
to negotiate with San Bernardino 
Economic Development Agency officials 
to buy the theater. 
Maya Cinemas Chief Operating 
Officer Frank Haffar rolled out ambitious 
plans to remodel the theater aod bring in 
a bevy of new restaurants and ~etail 
stores to the area . . 
"Our plan is to give the downtown 
explained the most press:ng area for them 
was Colorado and if she could commit to 
the 5 weeks she should prepare to come. 
She and a few others from the Inland 
Empire did and now the polls show the 
state is closing for Obama. 1 · 
The change was not without a lot of 
doors slamming in her face. She and the 
others d«I not give up as they canvassed 
door to door in Pueblo, CO. The slammed 
doors were a small part of the positive 
i:nergy that existed in that community. Lee 
said that minds began to change when 
they realized we are all in the same boat. 
They have few jobs and it is rumored that 
a new windmill manufacturing plant is 
going to revitalize the manufacturing sec-
tor. Lee says she doesn't know anything 
about it but people there feel hope is on 
the way. '!The people know that Obama is 
going to make things right for the work-
ers," she said. 
Lee and her group were among the 
100,000 people to see Obama last week. 
She said, "It was like a shot of adrenalin. 
As we traveled on the highway on the way 
to the rll,lly we identified with other driv-
ers by the bumper stickers and we would 
pass each other with thumbs up. When we 
arrived we knew this was something real-
ly big and that there would be many pe?-
ple, but we didn '!ever imagine the sea of 
people who were already there when we 
arrived hours early. I was totally amazed." 
Lee said that everyone was there Whites, 
Blacks Hispanics , young and old and 
transition back to paper ballots. Touch 
screen voting is available during early 
voting. 
COME TO THE POLLS PREPARED 
Verjil is urging voters to come pre-
pared. "Study your sampfe ballot and 
complete it ahead of time. Verjil says dur-
ing early voting it's taking voters about I 0 
minl)tes to get through the lengthy ballot. 
"What that means is expect longer waits 
and long lines on Election Day. The more 
people who vote early, the more ballots 
will be ready to be scanned when voting 
stops at 8 p.m. Nov. 4 said Verjil. 
Early voter Reginald Morris . of 
Redlands says he hopes more people will 
heed the registrar's advice and vote early. 
"No one wants to see a repeat of 2000. 
That was un-American." 
Highland small business owners and 
first time voters Lavonna and Von 
Johnson both 40 expressed a mix of antic-
ipation, hope an_d inclusion. 
"He's asking every American to sacri-, 
tice. That's powerful. For those who have 
sat on the sidelines uninterested Obama's 
call to action is electrifying. I wouldn't 
miss this opportunity for anything," 
explained Von. 
"This election is not just about a Black 
man running for president. For the first 
time many people of color feel their vote 
eight brothers and sisters, grandsons and 
granddaughter. She leaves to mourn; 
Ralph Newsom, her sons-Wendell 
Newsom, Darrell Newsom (Annie 
Newsom), Myron Newsom, Herman 
Newsom (Uta Garrett-Newsom) and Kent 
Lamont Newsom (Ruby Newsom), 
daughters -Deborah Jones (H.orace· 
Jones), Stephanie Newsom, Bridget 
Newsom and Alitbshe Lewis, brothers 
price." Kang says she's also watched the 
price of human hair wigs and hair used 
for braiding and weaving soar. 
"Joy knows we have to buy baby for- · 
mula fust," said Malo Bawoxa holding 
her infant son. She understands because 
she's a mother. She's like family, say6 
Bawoxa. "We al.I busted up when she 
. showed up with extensions iQ her natural 
, long black hair." 
"When nook them out says Kang -
"my customers teased me and said Ms. 
Joy- thank God you got rid of those ugly 
extensions." Kang says while sales are 
important she takes pride in helping cus-
tomer make wise purchases, "In order to 
stay in business I have to. maRe a profit 
but I don't have to be greedy." 
But don't mistake Joy's generosity for 
Authorities issued an Amber Alert for 
7-year-old Julian King, and were seeking 
· a 1994 white Chevrolet Suburban. The 
theater district a new life for families and 
children." 
The idea said Haffar is to lure resi-
dents back to downtown in conjunction 
with the city's long range massive rede-
velopment project. 
. The theater at Fourth Street ha 20 
screens, offices and a concession venue. 
CinemaStar now in bankruptcy owes the 
city nearly $575,000 in back rent. City 
officials declined to say how they plan to 
resolve th~ discord. Reportedly 
CinemaStar has yet to return keys to the 
theater. 
Maya Cinemas operates a 14-screen 
cinema in Salinas. Haffar predicts if . 
negotiations are successful some of the 
theater's screens could reopen by 
December. 
everyone was on one accord and pleasant 
to each other and they did not seem to 
mind that they were shoved together. 
Many of the people around her said they 
had already voted. "A father brought his 
sons sitting and talking with them about 
the significance of this election and·of this 
man. I felt the energy raise another notch 
when I thought we had a part of the next 
president of the United States," she said. 
She also said that they were not taking 
anything for granteq, that they will contin-
ue to work until the p~lls close and they 
are not set to come home until November 
5. The hard work must continue. 
To that effort Tuesday Michelle 
Obama came to Denver. The venue held 
3000 people and close to 400 people were 
turned away. Another shot in the arm for 
the workers. "She spoke like Barack. She 
shared some dreams and her passion. She 
spent much of her time addressing the 
military families in the audience. "She 
spoke of how we need to treat the families 
of the. soldiers not just the soldier. How · 
they need health care when they come 
back home and how we must develop sup-
port groups for the entire family," she 
said. 
Lee said with Barack on. Sunday and 
Michelle on Tuesday they are set to work 
even.more intensely, about 16 hours a day 
to finish the historic election and elect 
Barack Obama the next president of the 
United States. · 
More grassroots pictures 011 Page A-3 
can bring about change. That's why we 
came early." said Lavonna. , 
In traditionally Republican Riverside 
County brisk early voting also mirrored a 
larger percentage of Democrats and Black 
voters. 
Lois Irvin, a 76 year old retiree, voted 
early and then returned to wait in line two 
days later with her brother Wade an ex-
felon and first time voter. Irvin, who is 
Black, noted the historic nature of voting 
for a Black presidential candidate. 
. "Unthinkable just 5 years ago, Obama 
is change you can believe in. For our chil-
dren and their children," said Irvin. 
I'm not unnerved by the trend, said 
GOP voter Steve Bixby. "The Obama 
campaign is spending ridiculous sums of 
money and resources to turn out every 
vote they can - and can't," referring to the 
Alcorn voter registration scandal. He 
views the election as a toss up. "People 
are running victory laps before the race, 
it's not over until it's over," he said. 
Locals including African-American 
voters are also voting by mail in record 
breaking numbers. More than 30,000 bal-
lots have been mailed to SB County vot-
ers. Registrar Verjil said those worried 
that their vote could get caught up in a 
postal backlog can hand deliver their bal-
lots to a polling place or the Registrar's 
Office at 777 East Rialto. Ave . San 
Bernardino. 
-Charles Williams and Elbert Williams, 
sisters -Cora Foye and Carolyn Williams, 
grandchildren - Wendell Jr., Keisha, 
Lameisha, Darrell Jr., DePaul, Madline, · 
Kent Jr., Ashley, Aaron, Justin, T'ona, 
· Davion, Troy, Dajon, Raveen, Tashaun, 
great grandchildren, a host of nieces, 
nephews, cousins and friends. Emma's 
funeral service were held at God's Temple 
of Deliverance ~ Compton, California. 
weakness. Just ask the. shoplifter who 
stMfed items in-a .purse and headed for 
the door. 
"I went up to that person and said give 
that back. l snatched the stuff and gave 
them a good cussing before I kicked them 
out of the store," she said laughing. 
"People.who steal make it bad for me 
and my customers. When they don't pay, 
I ha~e to raise the price." · 
As ·economists predict the worst holi-
day season since the recession of 1991 , 
retailers like Kang are fighting back with 
an arsenal of new selling strategies, low 
prices and over'the top customer service. 
"My customers help me make a liv-
i,ng. I have to help them· back. Isn't that 
what it's all about?" 
child was the grandson of the female vic-
tim, Patterson said, and Bond added the 
boy could also be a relative of Hudson. 
' 
Charter Cable® 
• Connect every TV and watch all your 
favorite channels! 
• Great movies, sports and entertainment. 
• Advanced fiber optic network delivers 
reliable service to your door. 
Charter High-Speed® Internet 
• Download, surf and shop at blazing-fast 
speeds up to 5 Mbps. 
' '"' ' 
• Bunt-in firewall, spam and virus prot ect ion. 
Charter Telephone® 
• Get Unlimited Local and Long-Distance calling. 
• Includes Voicemail and 10 calling featu res 
like Caller tD, Call Waiting and more! 
Get all 3 
for only 
7 
a month for 
12 months* 
qcharter 
· Cable • Internet • Telephone 
Cll2008 Charter Communications. Offer valid until 10/15/08. Offer valid to new residential customers only. To be considered a new customer, 
customer must not have subscribed to Charter Cable 1V®, Charter High-Speed®. Internet 5Mbps and Charter Telephone® with in the 
previou$ 30 days ano have no outstanding obligation to Charter. Customers must subscribe to and maintain all services for the promotional 
periOd 10 receMI promotional price. Standard rates apply after promotional period ends. Installation and equipment charges may apply. Taxes. 
"'5 and surthargesare'extra. A cable mocfem, set-top box and net.york card may be required at installation. Programming line-up may vary. 
eii... reserves the Tight to determine the level of service to whic~ this offer applies. Internet access speeds may vary. Charter does not 
. 111181'81'11i88 datll Will be secure. Unlimited long distance calling includes U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico. Charter reserves the right to rev~w 
llild tllnlllnafll service for non-residential u~e or abuse of service. Activation requires a valid s.ervice address and may be subj_!lct to credit 
IIPJ)nMII, P.f8payment or require a major credit card. All services provided are subject to the subscriber agreement and applicable tariff which 
a,e lUl!ject to chaftge. Services not available in all areas, Other restrictions may apply. Call for full details. 
. , ' 
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The Arrogance Of European "Classics" 
Staph Bacteria Now 
Harder To Treat 
The germ methicillin-resistant 
Staphylococcus aureus, or MRSA 
commonly known as staph infec-
tion is becoming increasingly hard 
to treat: 
According to a just released 
report from the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, the bacte-
ria widespread in ordinary commu-
nity settings is showing up in 
healthy people is acquiring "super-
Since Europeans teach to all cultures of 
the world that works of Art from different 
cultures and historical periods can be ranked ·• 
in order of superiority and value, to arro-
gantly state classical Greek to be "superior" 
is foolishness. A work judged by European 
experts to be of the highest nature (i.e. 
approximating the perfection of the classical 
Greeks and Romans) becomes a ~lassie of 
Western civilization (Kohl, A to Z p6, 7). 
Knowledge of Western Classics-to tlie 
exclusion of African or Asiatic works-ls 
considered by Europeans to ·be a necessity 
for an educated person. Hence, their almost 
exclusive inclusion in educational curricu-
. lums is automatic. By bei~g exposed to 
Western literary composition standards, as if 
they are the best, delusions are generated in 
Colored and White people, of all cultures 
who attend Western 'educational' classes. 
These standards are imitated in subject-mat-
ter (e.g. Greek legends) and in form (by the 
adoption of genres like tragedy, epic, ode, or 
verse satire) and thereby encage minds. 
Particularly influential in generating world-
wide delusions about European Classics 
were the writings of Wilhelm von Hmµboldt 
(1767-1835), a Prussian minister of educa-
tion. He falsely portrayed ancient Greece as 
a miraculous fount of creativity that was not 
influenced at all by Asiatic ·and African 
sources. Europeans then declared it to be 
superior to all other prior human expres-
sions. 
But to illustrate the °fallacy of these lies 
and the esteem that Renaissance European 
males had for the brilliance of Ancient 
African "Classics" let us pick up the story 
when Cosimo, the ruler of Florence, Italy 
discovered the lost 'works of Plato in 1438. 
He assigned the Greek scholar Ficino to 
translate these into Latin. But in 1460, when 
Cosimo was handed the lost works of the 
Egyptian Hermes Trismegistus .(?5500 BC), 
he believed he had the words of the most 
ancient and the greatest sage of them an: 
Immediately, Cosimo ordered ·Ficino, to 
switch over to translating Hermes' works. 
Thereafter Hermes' concepts sparked the 
emergence of a glorious new culture named 
the "Renaissance" -- meaning "Rebirth 
because to be "spiritually reborn" ifollowing 
a mystical death and Spiritual Regeneration) 
was foundational in African Tradition to 
reaching the Afterlife. During the 
Renaissance-the period when Europeans 
were converting from an inferiority complex 
. to a superiority complex by means of the 
Gun- there was · the rewriting of history to 
claim that the highest of Western European 
culture was rooted solely in ancient Greek 
culture, as opposed to its true origins in 
Ancient Africa. Ancient Africans' influ-
ence on world history is unequaled!! 
Humboldt's ridiculous assumption as· 
well as the proclaiming of Western Classics 
as the ultimate best has played a very strong 
role in defining European, Asian, and Black 
people's worldview. Such egocentric 
European propaganda is particularly power-
ful in impressing the minds of the nai've and 
those unaware of what is behind the fa¥ade 
presented by Europeans-a fantasy cleverly 
and realistically done. Its use i! arguments 
attempt to justify imperialism, colonialism, 
and racism. Of course, lioth indoctrinations 
influence how students throughout the ,world 
·think and feel and wha.t they say and do as 
well as what they spread to the gullible. 
Have you ever heard or read in Western lit-
erature about the tremendous role Ancient 
African played in Western "Classics?"; Or, 
the role of Asians? (consult Asian scholars, 
literature, and Art for details). To blindly 
accept European propaganda is to be ,delud-
ed. Even if you do not know the truth'about . 
the deception used in the educational system 
against Colore~ peoples, Critical Thinking 
demands tha( you ask: "Who or what quali-
fies Europeans to be judges and standard 
. setters of anything ·outside of their own 
world?" 
website: www.jablifeskills.com 
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D. 
• bug" drug resistant powers and 
causing far more serious illnesses 
' than in th~ past. 
. . 
The Nagging Effect: Corporation~ Manipulate Sales Through The Nagging Of Your Kids Part 2-of 2 
The germs are now causing 
headaches for medical personnel in 
schools, social settings, on athletic 
· , ' training facilities . A CDC study 
' found that at least L 0% of cases 
involving the most common strain 
were resistant to antibiotics typical-
ly used to treat them. 
About 95,000 serious infections 
. and 20,000 deaths due to drug-
, : resistant staph bacteria occur in the 
· : US, each year. People can carry 
· the bacteria on their skin or in their 
noses with no visible symptoms 
and still infect others. 
The germ can be deadly if it gets 
into the bloodstream, lungs or 
organs. Pneumonia, sinus infec-
tions and even "flesh-eating" 
wounds due to MRSA are on the 
rise. 
The more common germs used 
to be easier to treat than the danger-
ous forms of staph found in hospi-
tals and nursing homes. The drugs 
traditionally used by doctors to 
treat staph infections are not effec-
tive ·against MRSA. 
The CDC wants more hospital 
screening. The nation's Veteran's 
Affairs hospitals began universal 
MRSA testing in 2007, Illinois and 
several other states have adopted or 
are considering laws requiring hos-
pitals to test high risk and intensive 
care patients for MRSA. 
co / 
Richard 0 . 
JONES 
Who really does the grocery shopping in 
your home? Is it really you or are you mere-
ly on an errand for, the corporations? How 
much in your cart is there as a result of the · 
influence of your kids? 
And the big question is: Where did your 
kids get the influence? Children aren't hard 
to take advantage of; they tend to U"UcSt 
adults even when· they shouldn.'t some-
Juanita 
BARNES 
I 
times especially when they shouldn 't. Most 
, parents teach their children not to trust 
strangers, don't get in their cars, and don't 
be lured away by strangers. However, par-
ents allow children to trust what they see 
and hear from the strangers on TV. Parents 
allow these electronic strangers to lure their 
children away, as they come tagging behind 
them down the aisles of junk food and 
super hero toys. 
Marketers know that most children don 1t 
grasp the motives behind advertising or 
realize that the prodocts advertised may· not 
be good for them. The advertisers also real-
ize that if they can get the kid to nag or 
whine enough the parent will submit and 
theoretically appease the kid with goodies 
ip exchange for temporary peace ... It's all 
well corporately orchestrated to the·tune of 
billions of dollars annually. 
darkness of this age ( or world), against spir-
it11a/ hosts (or wickedness), in high (or heav-
enly) places. These are a few "Excerpts" 
from his book "THE \VAY, THE WALK AND 
THE WARFARE OF THE 'BELIEVER." The 
fqur basic ranks in. saran's kingdom are: 
principalities, power, the ruler of darkness in 
high places. The r,wst important and power-
ful ofrhefo11r classes are the wicked spirits in 
high ( or heavenly ) places. The second high-
' 
Dr. Frederick K. C. Price spoke .about 
"THE WARFARE of THE BELIEVER." From 
Ephesians 6: 12, For we wrestle not against 
flesh and blood. but against principalities, 
against powers, against the rulers of the 
, est grgup is the rulers of darkness of this 
world. Often these two groups are power arnl 
principalities.Rememlier we are in a warfare. 
HELLO MORENO VALLEY 
Where Dreams Soar 
Saturday; November I 
' . 
8:00 • 12:00 Noon 
featurina 
FREE Food (while supplies last) 
FREE Clothese (while supplies last) 
Music in English and Spanish_ 
Meet and hear community pastors 
Jumper for children 
. Christian & Missiona_ry Alliance Church 
340 E. Evans Street 
San Bernardino 
-
909885-001 2 
. gospel@dreamsoft.com • www.ctnasb.org 
'Uycomin3 ~vents 
, 
January 17. 2009 
Women's Conference 
Highland Ave 
Q) 
> 
- 16th Street C: 
"' E 
April 4. 2009 . 
Resurrection Breakfast at the Hilton Hotel 
2 Evans Street ~ 
Baseline Street 
Sponsored by 
Greater Inland Valley Ev~ngelical network 
The Women's Resurrection Breakfast Committee 
CMA■ , 
Like investors in prime real estate, cor-
porations see children 's minds as a kind of 
cash cow. "If you own this child or cash 
cow at an early age, you can own this child 
for years to come, is their pattern of doing 
business. Companies actually want to own 
the kid younger and younger and keep them 
from the cradle to the grave, reveals a 
recent study. 
Advertisers infuse their pitches with 
messages that prey upon the emotional 
weaknesses and insecurities of children. 
Advertising at its best is making people feel 
that without their product, you're a loser," 
explained Nancy Shalek, president of the 
Shalek Agency. "Kids are very sensitive to 
that. If you tell them to buy something, they 
are resistant. But if you tell them that 
they'll be a dork if they don't and popular if 
they do, you've got their attention. Begin to 
Last Friday, The MORENO VALLEY 
BLACK CHAMBER of COMMERCE held 
it's fifth annual awards banquet at the Moreno 
Valley Conference Center. The theme was 
"Minding Your Business - Finding It's 
Worth." Linda Wright, president/CEO, said 
that a grand time was had by all. Linda and 
the Chamber wish to thank all who supported 
the event, all the calls, ·cards, e-mails, faxes 
and letters. The emcee was Aki! Daodu, with 
Guest Speaker Mary Keller Awards were 
given to: Anthony Fabelo, Charitable and 
Humanitarian award, · Valerie Maxwell , 
Professional Business Man of the Year, 
Vonzetta M. Fielding, Volunteer of the Year, 
Edie Cooke, Volunteer of the Year, Tracy 
Smith, Community Service Award and Life · 
notice how many TV commercials use this 
l)lpe of pitch to children. You open up emo-
tional vulnerabilities, and it's very easy to 
do with kids because they're the most emo-
tionally vulnerable.' 
Moreover, some marketers try to sell by 
tapping· into destructive and antisocial 
urges. According to Rick Litman, a partner 
at Kid 2 Kjd Market Research, the g9al is 
"to use youth rebellion to more effectively 
target ·a product and sell a product. Parents 
submit to this to appear cool and/or to wiri 
the friendship to the child. You see this in a 
lot of youth fashion and music, which earns 
billions annually." 
All parents must stop allowing TV 
advertisements· to control their child's diet 
and lifestyle. Don't allow your children to 
nag you into falling prey to the corpora-
tions' tricks. However, the harsh reality is 
Stream (formerly know as The Blood Bank). 
A Proclamation from the City of Moreno 
Valley, letters from the Governor, Lieutenant . 
Governor, Black Chamber of California and 
many more were given. The Moreno Valley 
Black Chamber of Commerce wishes to thank 
the faithfulness of the out going leaders: 
Jacqui Proctor Miller, Recording/Financial 
Secretary, Jerry L. Green Chairman of 
Moreno Valley Black Chamber, 'Samuel M. 
Deans, Chairman of the Chamber of 
Commerce Community Foundation. 
'Saturday October 25, 2008 THE MAGIC 
TOUCH was the gathering place for the 
Mother's Ministry of Cathedral Of Praise ., 
luncheon. What a wonderful time that was 
If you're 
that many patents themselves were cap-
tured as children by commercialism and are 
still psychologically enslaved by advertise-
ment trends today: These parents will likely 
indulge their children with "things" and 
"trends" as exposed on TV rather than 
teach them to critically consider ;heir 
choices. Parents must teach their children 
not to be influenced by commercials and 
advertisemenis that sell products that are 
suppose to make them "cool" or "popular." 
It has been my experience through decades 
of observation, that when product branding 
is instilled in the mind of a child, he or she • 
grows up feeling that he or she' needs mate-
rial "things" to make them whole or to be 
accepted. 
Email: richardojonesl@verizon.net 
had by all. The Residential Care Facility is a 
very nice place to have weddings, luncheons, 
meetings on the green. It is hidden away in 
the Perris area. Louise Tucker and staff are 
great taking care of the clients. For more 
information contact them (951) 657-3787. 
DO NOT FORGE'I: TO VOTE, IF YOU 
CAN PLEASE VOTE EARLY. YOU CAN 
VOTE NOW. 
Be Blessed 
JB 
·-
having trouble 
making your 
ho~se payment, 
you're not alone. 
Call us. We mciy 
be able ,to help . 
If you're a Countrywide mortgage customer having a 
difficult time making your house payments, call .one 
of our specially trained Home Retention Special ists. 
Countrywide wants to help you to keep your home. 
The sooner we ca~ talk, the sqoner we can try to help. 
~ Call Countrywide Mortgage Help: 1_-888-200-5872 
Reference number: 222 
5 AM - 9 PM PT, Monday- Thursday 
5 AM - 7 PM PT, Friday 
I Counbywide® 
1it Equal Housing Lender. C 2008 Countrywide Bank, FSB. Member FDIC. Trade/seriice marks are the property of Countrywide Financial 
Corporation, Countrywide Bank, FSB, or their respective affiliates and/or subsidiari~. ~) 
...,.- · ...... ,.. .... - .,..- ,.--·--..,·--------,r--~~~.....-------.---______........-....-----....---- ~- - ......-- ...... - ----r-:: .-- 7' 
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Governor's Conference for Women Be Who You Are. Feel it. Live It. Pass It On ... 
LeaM. 
CASH 
It was 6:00 AM, Wednesday morning, 
O~tober .22, 2008. There were double lines 
of women, on both sides of the Long Beach 
Convention & Entertainment Center. They 
were waiting for the doors to open for the 
Women's conference, reaching clear down 
to the street, and the traffic around the. 
Center was short of brutal. , An ocean . of 
women in all sizes, shapes, and colors, mer-
rily flocked upon tl1e Center, as if they were 
listening· to the tune of a Pied Piper who 
was taking them to some sort of heaven. 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger and 
First Lady Maria Shriver inherited this 
women's conference when the first family 
was elected to office in 2003. Pretious 
California governor's offices have done 
well with this conference, which started 
some decades ago as a government initia-
tive for female small business owners and 
working professionals. However, what the 
First Lady, Maria has built over a five-year 
span, is a remarkable powerful and passion-
ate movement: It is called WE Empower, 
designed to empower and inspire women to 
change the world- to be architects of 
change. 
The conference has been reported to be 
ilie largest women's forum of its kind in the 
United States. 
The Governor and First Lady wrote in 
their opening letter, "The power iliat comes 
from living an authentic life can transform 
the world. From this thinking, the theme for 
The Women's .Conference 2008, Be Who 
You Are, Feel it. Live It. Pass it On, 
emerged." And, thus, the day designed to 
inspire, empower and motivate women to 
become architects of change begun. 
The special conference featured over 70 
outstanding speakers and participants, 
which included Jennifer Lopez, Secretary 
of State Cm\doleezza Rice, Gloria Steinem, 
Jamie Lee Curtis, Jenny McCarty, Heidi 
Khun, Marian Wright Edelman, Leeza 
Gibson, Madeleine Albright, Cherie Blair 
(wife of former Prime Minister Tony Blair) 
and so many others. There was a two hour 
morning session with featured speakers, 
followed by seven breakoui sessions featur-
ing different topics under the title of 
"Morning Conversations" -Once In-A-
Lifetirne Conversations. -
The Long Beach Convention Center's,' 
Arena, three Exhibit Halls, Terrance 
Theatre, Ballroom and Meeting i:ooms on 
·both levels were filled to capacity with 
nearly J 5,000 women being educated and 
inspired on topics such as finance, health, 
motherhood, spirit, business development 
and leadership. This year, the conference 
broadcasted several live panel discussions 
and speeches to forty community colleges:· 
Riverside Community College, Riverside 
College an~ San Bernardino Valley College 
, were amo~ the forty. , , 
The First Lady, Shr~ver delivered a 
deeply moving address during ilie lunch~on 
session. The arena was silent and you could 
hear a pen drop as thousands of women 
stated for lunch listened to her words, spo-
ken from the heart. Shriver spoke of her 
fears , limitations and her journey to enlight-' 
enrnent. She shared her two most recent 
fearful experiences: Facing the fear of los-
ing her ailing mother, Eunice Kennedy and 
her uncle Ted ·Kennedy, who is.Jiving with 
brain cancer. 
And facing her fears of publicly ,endorsing 
Barack Obama when she has publicly loved 
and admired Hillary Clinton for years. "I 
wanted to hurt no ones feelings, because I 
have been inspired by HiUary for years, but 
Barack inspired me in Qther ways, so I lis-
tened to my heart and faced my fears" said 
Shriver. She continued, "It was a liberating 
feeling. I was afraid and wanted to quietly 
endorse Obama and not make a public 
scene. It did not work out that way with my 
cousin Carolyn and friend Oprah cheering 
me on. I faced my fears. In my life, as a 
Governor's wife, a thousand things were 
going through my head . On the day.I pub-
licly announced my endorsement of 
Obama, I did not know I was going to do it 
that day. !'hadn't even told the Ghvernor 's 
office." 
There were men present also at the con-
vention delivering Once-In-A Lifetime 
Conversations. They were Governor 
Schwarzenegger, billionaire investor, 
Warren JMfett , and television's political 
talk show host Chris Matthews. Russell 
Simmons and Michael Fox were featured in 
an afternoon breakout conversation with 
Deborah Norville, as moderator. Both men 
spoke about how they have used their voic-
es to make the world a better place, step-
ping outside of their professional worlds 
and founding organizations that have 
changed th.e lives of thousands of people. 
Health expert, Dr. Mehmet Oz showed up 
making health issues a family affair, with 
his wife Lisa their oldest daughter, Daphne,· 
author of "The Dorm Room Diet." 
• After all the conversation sessions, book 
signings and tons of free giveaways at the 
Expo Village, the morning and afternoon 
flew by and turned into early evening. It 
was time for the highlight of the day-the . 
presentation of the Minerva Awards. This 
award, given to five women , was created by 
Shriver in 2004. Named for the Roman 
goddess Minerva who graces the California 
State Seal , the award annually honors 
remarkable women in the spirit of Minerva, 
whom have changed California and the 
nation with their courage, strength and wis-
dom. Last year Sweet Alice. Harris received 
this remarkable award. In 2004, African 
American, Lula Washington, founder and 
artistic director of the Lula Washington 
Contemporary Dance Foundation received 
this award. 
-ae an active participant in your community. 
The City's Boards and Commissions are 
accepting applications for the 
following voluntary positions: 
WARDS 
Commission on Disabilities 
Board of Library Trustees 
Board of Public Utilities 
WARD& 
Cultural Heritage Board 
WARD7 
Airport Commission 
CITYWIDE 
Airport Commission 
Human Relations Commission 
Human Resources Board 
Board of Library Trustees 
Parks and Recreation Commission 
Parking, Traffic and Streets 
Commission 
Planning Commission 
Board of Public Utilities 
DOWNTOWN 
Downtowr1 Parking Committee 
CITY O F 
Application deadline is 
Monday, November 17, 2008, for 
March 2009 appointments. 
RJ VLR._SI DE 
Riverside residents only. 
Visit www.riversideca.gov/ city_clerk or call (951) 826-5557 
Mr. Li's R esta"t'a»t 
NEW ORLEANS 
FAMOUS GUMBO 
CRAWFISH ETTOUFFEE 
BLACKEND CATFISH & RED SNAPPER 
(TOPPED WITH A CREOLE CREAM SAUCE) 
FAMOUS CREOLE HOT WINGS 
(COOKED IN A RANCH DRESSING HOT SAUCE) 
LOUISIANA STUFF CHICKEND BREAST 
(STUFFED WITH A CREOLE CREAM SPINACH) 
We Cater 
Weddtngs • Banquets • Pnvote Parties 
SPECIAL $5 00 3 Chicken Wings F.F. 16 oz Drink; _ or Pork Sandwich F.F. 16 oz Drink; 
ANY or 4 Pieces of Cat Fish, Dinner 
PLATE Roll and a 16 oz Drink 
ALSO SERVING 
Catfish 
Red Snapper 
Large Chicken Wings 
BBQ Chicken 
BBQ Ribs 
SHRl■PAND .w-----.-~r ,-iiiiORDEas-1 
OKRA OVER $"9911 RED BEANS AND RIC~, COLLARD : 
RICE f --I GREEN, BUCK EYED Pus, RICE AND : 
I GRAVY AIID YAI : 
_ May not combine offers. Exp. 10/31108 _ j L May not combine offers. Exp. 10131 /08 _1 
ilb-~~ 
8022 Limonfte Ave. Suite 101 
(Jt11\lpa Valley ~l) 
(951) 68.i .1993 
Business Directory Advertise for as low as Call 951.682.6070 
Anna Wenger 
Law Offices of 
RICHARD F. NEVINS 
LIVING TRUSTS• WILLS • PROBATE 
, 
INCORPORATIONS• PARTNERSHIPS 
(951) 686-5193 
3995 Brockton Avenue, Riverside, CA 9250 I 
951258-0060 ~ OPEN 24 HOURS 877591-ASAP (2727) 
Ingram (Rocky) Washington 
; • , I 
FITNESS 
~ .:. _ FREE Personal Training 
FREt!~:i::~=nce! 
Corne experience the difference in a facility that is never crowded, 
but always clean and friendly. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
:• •'' 
Rialto's onlv true fitness center for men and women. All ages welcome 
·,,,,,,.-~~~, T 'j} 170 N. Arrowhead Avenue 
~~~- ~~~~m 
, ~~Discounts )j (off Rialto Ave. between Cact~s and Cedar) 
'-- ___,.,, www.wgrialto.com 909.877.4305 
Embroidery, Screen Printing & Pt"9motional Products 
-
Digitizing LOGO's • Golf/Polo & Greek Wear 
Teamwear • Spiritwear • Towels • T-Shirts 
Caps • Gifts & More · 
Riverside Zeretha Washington, Owner 
I 0530 Magnolia Ste. A. ................................ ............. 951353-9560 
I 
ATTORNEY 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;a;;a l,aw Offices of=== 
Aaron L. Turner 
(9QCJ) 383-8480 
• Aggressive Personal Representatio~ 
• Criminal Law 
• .Felonies & Misdemeanors 
LAW OFFICES OF 0CHURU & AsSOCIATES 
Auto Accidents 
Motorcyclist / Bicycle 
Accidents 
Pedestrians 
Tel: 951.965.9406 3941 Brockton Avenue 
· Riverside, CA 9250.1 
4LifeEnterprises .com, LLC 
Presents 
The Black Business Resource 
and Networking Directory 
'www.theblackbrand.com 
951-571-3258 
ATTORNEY & 
COUNSELOR AT LAW 
C riminal Defens e L aw 
Divorc e / Family Law 
<;:ivil Lawsuits (Trials) 
Former Police Officoc/ U,S . M arine Corps Vete ran 
Reasonable Fees - Flat Fees - No Interest Payment Plans 
Rivers ide, Orange, San B ernardino . and L .A . coun tie s 
Call (888) 682-3049 / Toll Free - 24 ho urs 
WWW.ZULUAL ILAW.COM 
I r- MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
Pro1ect 
· ~ evelopment 
.~ ervices 
FILE B_\\KRrPTCY 
Under New Law 
.... 
www.soodlawoffices.com 
• $100 d.iscount with reference of th· ad 
• Divorct'ICustodyNi<litation/Support 
• afllrda) & faening App • A\ailable 
L\1--. INl , H ll I( l ' !Zl lll l I , 
l!Zl',\l \J .\ IU I ll 11 :--0: l, I I 
~ Project Development 
~ Systems Design & Implementation 
~ Forms, Tables & Chart DesigF1 
~ Powerpoint Presentations 
~ Database up.date & Compilation 
~ Mail Merge, labels & Fulfillment 
~ Group On-site Training 
~ Private Computer Classes 
FOR A FREE CONSULTATION 
95 1 .5 1 5 .26 13 
e -m a il onna w e n ger @ h otm a i l.com 
L.C. Concrete & Masonry 
Your Custom Concrete Specialist 
18 years of Experience 
• .. ···•: .. 
1
•·
4
m·:·'.•.•.f BARBi .••••..  ·E·· R l!\'H \.•· :y Y! i"-_ Haircutting massages manicures Stamp Concrete, Entrance Way, Drive Ways, 
Foundations, BBQs, Backyards, Chimney, 
Black Wall, Flagstone, Stucco, Patio Cover 
and many more. 
Call f or Free Estimates 
Office 951.,924.0470 
Cell 951.907.0530 Ask For Lorenzo 
CMC General Contractor CA. 
REGLAZING 
=PRO = 
Replace? Refinish While You Can! 
Lie 910968 
Bath Tubs • Sinks • Counters • Walls 
Tile • FibergJass • Cast Iron • Formica 
RERNISH 
Bathtub Offer $249 
Regular Price '299 
RECONDITION 
Bathtub Offer $159 
Regular Price 1199 
d 
Specializing in Men's Care 
Barber wanted 
Duane Johnsoi:i 
10569112 Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92505 
ph. 951.353.0788 
www.millenniummancuts.com 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
TELEMAQUE 
PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES 
SCHOOLS- /'ROMS - GRADU.A TIONS 
Sl'ORTS- LITTLE LEAGUES· ACTION SHOTS 
BANQUETS -ID CARDS· GROUP EJ/E!VTS - DANCES 
PHOTO RESTORA noNS . WEDDINGS - PORTFOLIOS 
GLENN TELEMAQUE 
gtelemaque@aol.com 
. (800) 926-7205 
VOTE 2008 
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RESTORING AND PROT.ECT~NG GE: 
. , 
YES ON PROPOSITION 8 
Since the dawn of time, marriage has been 
understood by people of virtually every faith. 
arid culture to be the union of a man and a 
woman. Marriage predates goyernment. Its 
unique place in civilization is both derived 
from· God and inherently natural to man. 
Marriage is intrinsic to a stable, flourishing and 
loving society. It provides the ~deal relationship 
to c<immit men and women to each other, to 
provide for the procreative continuation of 
civilization and to raise children with both a 
mother and father. The sanctity of marriage is 
worth defending and protecting. 
. Proposition 8 says simply ~d powerfully: 
"Only marriage between a man and a woman 
is valid or recognized in California. " 
Proposition 8: 
• Res~ores the definition of marriage. The 
meaning of marriage is written in the very 
nature of man and woman. Over 
61 % of Californians have recog-
nized this with their votes in 
favor of traditional marriage. 
, 
• Changes the California Constitution to 
overturn the decision of four judges on 
the California Supreme Court who , 
wrongly. imposed same-sex marriage on 
Californ1'a, against the express desire of 
millions of voters. 
• Secures parental rights to teach children 
about relationships according to their 
own values and beliefs. Unless Proposition 
8 passes, California law may compel 
public schools to teach children there 
is no difference between traditional 
marriage and same-sex marriage. When 
Massachusetts legalized gay marrjage, 
schools began teaching second graders that 
boys can marry other boys. The courts 
ruled that parents had no right to object. 
Proposition 8 does not take away any rights 
or benefits from gay or lesbian domestic 
pa.rtners_. Under California's.domestic 
partner laws (Family Code Section 
297.5) they ·~ave rights and 
benefits identical to those 
of spouses. 
I 
ProtectMarriage.com 
STAND UP fO .. R TRADITIONAL MARRIAGE 
VOTE YES ON PROPOSITION 8 
' 
. 
Volunteers and funds are urgently needed to reach voters with a message that affirms traditional marriage. · 
Your help is needed now! Please go to www.ProtectMarriage.com to voJunteer or to contribute. 
> • California is counting on you! 
Paid for by ProcectMarriage.com - Yes on 8, a Project of California Renewal. 915'L Street, Suire C-259, Sacramento, CA 95814. 916/446-2956. 
· Major funding by Knights of Columbus, National Organization for Marriage California, and Focus on the Family. 
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, . Photo by Jon Gaede 
H~ S BACK-Laker young Cen!er Andrew. ~ynum dunks during Saturday's 105-94 preseason win over the Oklahoma 
City Thunder. Andrew 1s returning to the lineup after missing most of last season with knee injury. 
t • 
COUNCIL MEMBER DEBORAH 
*****FOR MAYOR 
- . 
_., . 
"Rialto needs Deborah 
Robertson as mayor. .. 
Roberstoo. has complete 
command of the issues in 
Rialto ·anli wilt bring the 
can-do attitu~e required 
to get th_e job done1'. 
- San Bernardino County. Sun, Saturday October 19, 2008, 
Vote for Deborah Robertson 
Paid for by: Deborah Robertson for Mayor 
For Mayor ID # 1300573 
P.O. Box 852, Rialto, CA 92377 
LAKERS' SHOW 
' 
VISITS ONTARIO 
. . ' 
-
l r -. ~ -I - _......, J 
' ' • I ' 
~ ' . ,. - . . 
' - ' t _ ,, .. --- J 
· Photo by Jon Gaede 
BRUIN BATTLE-Former UCLA Star Russel Westbrook tries to defend fellow Bruin Jordan Farmar. 
Farmar's Lakers got the best of Westbrook ant the Thunder 105-94. · · 
The Black Voice News 
By Gary Montgomery 
Staff Writer 
ONTARIO 
back 3-pointers and then called it 
a day. "It felt surprising good. 
There was no soreness or any-
thing ," said Bryant. Kobe disap-
peared after the half returning late 
If you were not one of the in the fourth quarter in street attire 
10,316 fans who showed up on to another rousing welcome. 
Friday evening to christen Also, returning to the line·up 
Ontario's new Citizen's Business after missing most of the presea-
Bank Arena you probably aren't son was Sashui Vajacic. Vajacic 
aware that minor league hockey suffered an ankle injqry shortly 
has arrived in the Infand Empire after opening training camp. 
' and likely don't care. Vujacic looked a little tentative 
Although, the new 150 million and · hit only l of 5 shots for 2 
dollar venu('\ is officially the home points . 
of the Ontario Reign minor league The Lakers' other big question 
hockey team, Friday night mark was young Andrew Bynum, 
belonged to WBA MVP Kobe who missed nearly all of last after 
Bryant and the Los Angeles having to undergo knee surgery.' 
Lakers. The game had been sold Bynum teamed with Gasol in the 
out for nearly two weeks and the Lakers ' front court to pose a sig-
IE crowd was raucous and ready nificant problem for the 
to go.'Somuch so that early in the Thunder 's· big guys and head 
first quarter an unscripted and . coach P.J . Carlesimo. Actually, 
poorly synchronized version of 'Bynum was the star of the night 
the Wave broke out. Likely, the after · scoring 23 points, 8 
first time in NBA history that the rebounds and 4 ' blocked shots. 
Wave showed up at a preseason "I'm ready to get the season start-
game. "It was crazy out there, l ed. I want to hopefully pickup 
enjoyed it a lot," said Kobe after where I left off last season and 
the game: help us win a title ," said Bynum. 
There had been quite bit of After Bynum's season ending 
anxiety leading up to the game as injury the Lakers brought in Paul 
to whether Kobe would play after- Gasol from Memphis. Oasol and 
suffering ar hyper extended knee Kobe sliced through the Western 
in San Diego on Tuesday night. Conference, but hit a wall ag~inst 
Bryant sat out Thursday's game the 'Beast from the East' . The 
against Larry Brown and the anticipation of having Bynum and 
Charlotte Bobcats in Anaheim Gasol together in the front court 
with some swelling and soreness has been excruciating for Lakers 
behin,d the knee cap: After an fans . Based on early results the 
examination by the team· doctor, new Twin Towers may be formi-
Kobe was cleared to play and the " dable. With Bynum's shot block- · 
crowd showed their appreciation ing ability and Gasol's polished 
when he was introduced, giving offensive skills they create a lot of 
minutes and looJ<s like he is 
healthy and ready to contribute. 
Ariza played 21 minutes and had 
10 points while thrilling the 
crowd with some electrifying 
dunks . Last season Ariza suffered 
a knee injury that limited him to 
playing in only 35 games. His 
injury was especially disrupting 
as Phil had just starting working 
him into· a position to receive con-
sistent minutes. Ariza returned 
during the playoff run but was . . 
used sparingly. He played briefly · > . 
in game 5 of the NBA Finals : : : ' 
against the Celtics. His presence : : : . 
is thought to be one of the key : : : 
ingredients ne,cessary for the ~ : : '.I 
Lakers to return to the Finals and '. : : :· 
win this time. · · 
To say the Lakers are loaded : : : : 
with talent would be the usual ; · : · 
early season understatement. Tl;ie ; : : :, 
defending Western Conference ' : : j 
Champions have an abundance of : · · • 
• •I 
it. The ques.tion that still lingers is : ; : ;i 
"are they tough enough to tame : - : · 
the 'Beasts from the East' ? The : : '.' 
last two Lakers' squads that '::: 
reached the NBA Finals were · · · 
. turned away rather easily by the . · ·: • 
· physical brand of play they · : : 
encountered. Do the Lakers have • , 
enough defense in their back-
court? Unfortunately, preseasor. 
games don ' t do ·much toward 
answering those kinds of ques- : . 
tions. 
Fridays' win over Kevin · 
Durant and the OkJahoma City : 
him'a roaring welcome. trouble for opposing teams. 
Bryant started the game, played Trevor Ariza, another of the ,-
a bit over 7 minutes, gave his Lakers question marks from last 
team its first lead with back- o- season · also played significant 
Thunder was the Lakers eight anti · : , 
final pr~season game and the first · : · 
time the team has played in the , 
Inland Empire. At this point, all 
indications would point to • . 
Ontario as becoming a regular : · • 
preseason stop. . 1 
GMontgomery can be reached . 
@ gmontgomery@att.net · · ' 
